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   In the preceding paper " On the complex bordism group of a semi-

direct product S1- Z," of this journal, we attacked to compute the bordism 

group U*(Sl-Z2) of free S'-Z2-actions on weakly almost complex manifolds. 
To accomplish the computation, we used an incorrect isomorphism U*(S1• 

Z2) U*_1 (BY •Z2). As Lazarov and Wasserman showed in [3], U*(S1-Z2) 

is not isomorphic to U*_1(BS1•Z2) because the adjoint representation of 
S'•Z2=0(2) is not trivial. In the paper [2] we computed only U*(BS1•Z2). 

In this paper we compute U* (Sl • Z2) again. 

   I am grateful to Professor R. E. Stong and Doctor K. Shibata for 

catching the above embarrassing errors and their useful suggestions.

   1. Take gti E Si • Z2, where t is the generator of Z2. The adjoint 

representation of Sl • Z2 = 0 (2) is described by 

Ad(gti)x = (-1)ix , x E Rl . 

Let : Y B be a principal 0(2)-bundle over B. We put 

               Ad(Y) = Yx0(2,R1 , 

where Yx o(2,R1 is the quotient space of Yx R1 under the identification 

(y, x) = (yb-1, Ad(b)x), b E 0(2), and have a line vector bundle Ad(E) : 
Ad(Y) — B. 

   Let Mm be a weakly almost complex manifold with a free 0(2)-action 

preserving the complex structure on 1-(Mm) e er for some r, where Sr is 
the r-dimensional trivial bundle. We then have the complex vector bundle 

(1. 1) (r(Mm) rr)/O(2) n*r(Mm/O(2)) ® Ad(Mm) EN r 

where ir: Mm Mm/0(2) is the canonical projection and r( ) denotes 

the tangent bundle. 
   Denote by Um(0(2), Ad) the bordism group of pairs (Wm-1, 77) consisting 

of an (m-1)-dimensional differentiable manifold Wm-1 and a differentiable 

principal 0(2)-bundle 77 over Wm-1 with a complex structure on r(Wm-1) 
Ad(v) ®er for some r. Sending an element [Mm] E Um(0(2)) to an element



 [Mm/0(2), 72] E Um(0(2), Ad), where 77: Mm --+ Mm/0(2) is the canonical 

principal 0(2)-bundle, we can see that Um(0(2)) is isomorphic to U.(0(2), 
Ad) [3] . For the universal principal 0(2)-bundle r : E0(2) - B0(2) we 

consider the bundle 

$ = Ad(r) : EO(2) x O(2,R1 = Ad(E0(2)) B0(2) . 

Let D($) and S(E) be the total spaces of the disk bundle and the sphere 

bundle of $ respectively and T($) the Thom complex of $. It follows 

that U*(D($), S($))^U*(T(e)). We then have 

   THEOREM 1.1. Um (O (2) , Ad) is isomorphic to Um (D($) , S($)). 

   PROOF. We first define the homomorphism 0: U.(0(2), Ad) Um 

(D($), S(e)). For [Wm-1, ii] E U.(0(2), Ad), we have a bundle map 

Ad(i1) = Ad(r) 

and the bundle map of the disk bundles 

f,: D(Ad(77)) D(e) . 

Here D(Ad(i2)) is a weakly almost complex manifold, because 

r(D(Ad(77)) , n*(r(Wm-1)eAd(77)) 

where the r( ) are the tangent bundles and 7r: D(Ad(ij)) —' Wm-1 is 

the projection. We put 

D [Wm-1, = [D(Ad('7)), fn] • 

Next we shall define Y: Ur(D($), S($)) U.(0(2), Ad). Suppose that 

[Mm, f] E Ur(D(e), S($)) is represented by a differentiable map f: Mm 
D($) which is transverse regular to BO(2). 

Let

Wtx-1 = f-1  (130(2)) 

and v be the normal bundle of Wm-1 in Mm. Note that 

f* v, E=Ad(r)

and 

Ad(/*(r)) = v 

where f=f I Wm-1. f*(r) is the principal 0(2)-bundle. Since 

r(D(f*(E))) 'n*(r(Wm-1) f* (E)) 

and D(f*(e)) is diffeomorphic to the tubular neighborhood of Wm-1 which 

admits a weakly almost complex structure, r(Wm-1) ED Ad(j*(r)) ED er have 
a complex structure for some r. Therefore we can define



 [Mm, f] = [Wm-1, f*(r)]

It is easy to see that o!'=id and ¶o=id. q.e.d. 

COROLLARY 1. 2. U,n (0(2)) ^—' Um (T (E)) .

   2. The Dold manifold D(l, k) is a quotient space under the identifica-

tion (x, z)=(—x, Az), A E S'. The universal principal S' • ZZ-bundle is ap-

proximated by the principal S' • ZZ-bundle S' x S2k+1 D(l, k) . We consider 
the line bundle

ek: Ad(Sk x S2k-I-1) -+ D(k, k) 

Making use of Theorem 1 of [1] , we obtain 

             T(Ek) :.. D(k+1, k)/CPk . 

The direct limit space lim T(Ek) is T(e). Consider the cofibration CPk— 

                                                             D(k +1, k) T(Ck) and we have the exact sequence

(2.1) —* H*(BU(1)) -~H*(BS'•Z2) -~ H*(T($)) — 

                       a

We take the cellular decomposition ((C1, D,)) of BS'•ZZ given in [1] . 

   PROPOSITION 2. 2. H* (T (C)) is a direct sum of the torsion group generated 

by

.1*(C2s, D2t+i) s> o, t?o 

and 

1*(C2x+~, D2,) A?o, ,u?o 

whose orders are 2 and the free abelian group generated by 

y4t+3 t = Op 1.9 2,......

such that ay4t+3=2D2t+1 • 

   PROOF. The proposition follows from the diagram(2.1) and Proposi-

tion 1.1 of [2] . 

   Denote by (Es,1) the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for U*(T(e)).

   PROPOSITION 2.3. The element y4t+3 of E;,o are parmanent cycles. The 

2-torsion part of E1+;-oddE2,; is the U*free module generated by ((C2i+1, D0), 

i=1, 0,......) and the free part is generated by y4t+3. 

   PROOF. We recall that D(1, n)/D(0, n)c----S1A(CPn) ', D(0, n) =CPn. 

The homology group H*(D(1, n)) is a direct sum of the free abelian



group generated by the  (C1, D20) and the (CO3 D20) and the torsion group 

generated by the (CO3 D20+1) which are of order 2. Considering the exact 
sequence

a' 
0- ' H*(D(1, n)) H*(D(1, n)/CP")--*H*_1 (CP')— H*_1(D(1, n)) —'0, 
there exist the element y'4k+3 such that a'y'4k+3=D2k+1. 

We consider an inclusion i: (D(1, n), CPn) (BS' •Z2f BU(1)) 
and

a' 
H* (D(1, n)/CPn) . H* (CP") 

  Ii* aI 1* 
H*(T(E)) H*(BU(1)) .

Put I*Y'4k+3=Y4k+3 which is a desired element of the proposition. Since the 

homology H* (D(1, n)/CPn) has no torsion, the edge homomorphism 

,u: U*(D(1, n)/CPn)=44*(D(1, n)/CPn) is epimorphic. Considering the 
following diagram

U_a*_  *(D(1, n)/CP") ---U*(T()) 

At i* ,u 
H*(D(1, n)/CPn) -H*(T(e)) ,

We can see that the Y4k+3 are parmanent cycles. 

   Let (E* *) be the spectral sequence with respect to U*(BS1•Z2). We 

have that d*,*j*=j*d ,*, where j* is the homomorphism E*,* =-E* * induced 

by the projection j: D(k +1, k) T(ek). From LEMMA 3.3 of [2] it 
follows that

            j*(C{_1, D,_1) ® [CP1] if i is odd and j is even (> 0) .        D
,) =              0 

otherwise

where i+j=t. Therefore we have that the j*(C2x+1, Do) generate the 2-

torsion part of Ei+i-odd E;,. q.e.d. 

   PROPOSITION 2.4. The 2-torsion part of if-                                      odd(T(E)) is isomorphic to Uodd 

(BZZ) 
   PROOF. Consider the maps

i: RP"'T(Ek) = D(k+1, k)/CP0 , 
i[x] = [x, (1, 0,...... , 0) ]

and

is: T(ek) RPk+' 

n ([x, z]) = [x] .



Since ni=id,  i* is injective. Noting that for sufficiently large k, Un(T(Ek)) 

^~Un(T(E)) and Un(RPk+1),^17n(BZ2), we have that i*: U*(BZ2) —b U*(T(e)) 

is injective. From Proposition 2.3, the order of the 2-torsion part of 

U2t+1(T (e)) <2', v=Ek=o n(k) where n(k) is the number of the partitions 

of k, and U2t+1(BZ2) has order of 2 q.e.d.

Therefore we have the following

THEOREM 2.5. U2t+1(O(2)) is isomorphic to

U2t+1(Z2) ®Z®......® Z 

7-

where

( Ei 1 n(2j-1) if t = 2k 
T = 

Eii=o n(2j) if t = 2k+1 .

PROPOSITION 2.6. U2t(O(2)) is order of 2a,

 = f ~i=o (j+1)(n(2(k—j)-1)+n(2(k—j)-2)) if t = 2k+1 l 
~ii=1 .1n(2(k—j))+ E'i=i in(2(k—j)-1) if t = 2k

where n(i) is the number of partitions of i containing no 1. 
   PROOF. Since the elements of {+i=odd E;1 are parmanent cycles, it 

follows that d*,o(C2A, D2#+1) =0, r > 5. Take the monomials g of the xi 
containing no x1= [CP'] , where U* =Z [x1, x2,......] . From Lemma 3. 3 of 

[2] it follows that E{+,=even E; , is generated by the (C21, D2,,+1) ® g, A> 0. 
                                                                                      q.e.d.
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